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Abstract

Absent in melanoma 2 (AIM2) inflammasome is a multi-protein platform that recognizes aberrant 

cytoplasmic dsDNA and induces cytokine maturation, release and pyroptosis. It is composed of 

AIM2, apoptosis-associated speck-like protein containing a CARD (ASC), and caspase-1. Recent 

X-ray crystallographic and high resolution cryo-electron microscopic (cryo-EM) studies have 

revealed a series of structures in AIM2 inflammasome activation and regulation. One prominent 

feature common in multiple steps is the assembly of high-order structures, especially helical 

filaments nucleated by upstream molecules, rather than stoichiometric complexes. In this review, 

we track the AIM2 inflammasome activation process step by step, using high-resolution structures 

to illustrate the overall architecture of AIM2 inflammasome and its assembly and regulatory 

mechanisms.
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Inflammasomes are cytoplasmic multi-protein platforms that mediate cytokine maturation, 

secretion, and pyroptosis. There are three tiers of molecules in a typical inflammasome: 

sensor, adaptor, and effector (Figure 1A). Sensor proteins detect the presence of pathogen-

derived molecular features or perturbation in cellular environment, adaptor proteins relay the 

signal to effectors through protein-protein interactions, and the effector inflammatory 

caspases process pro-inflammatory cytokines or gasdermin D into their mature forms, 

leading to cytokine secretion and pyroptosis (Broz and Dixit, 2016).

Absent in melanoma 2 (AIM2) is a protein that senses the presence of double-stranded DNA 

(dsDNA) in the cytoplasm, be it from bacterial, viral or host cellular origin (Man et al., 
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2016). AIM2 is the founding member of the AIM2-like receptor (ALR) family that consists 

of four members in human genome and fourteen in mouse (Cridland et al., 2012; Schattgen 

and Fitzgerald, 2011). ALRs are usually bipartite proteins: an N-terminal PYD domain 

followed by one or two HIN domains with the exception of p202, which lacks the PYD 

domain (Figure 1A). The ~ 90 aa PYD domain, belonging to the death domain (DD) 

superfamily, mediates homotypic protein-protein interaction; while the HIN domain binds to 

DNA or other proteins using its two oligonucleotide/oligosaccharide-binding folds (OB-

folds). Activated AIM2 recruits apoptosis-associated speck-like protein containing a CARD 

(ASC), which in turn recruits caspase-1 (Casp1) to form the complete AIM2 inflammasome 

(Figure 1A).

Since the identification of AIM2 as a cytoplasmic sensor of dsDNA in 2009 (Burckstummer 

et al., 2009; Fernandes-Alnemri et al., 2009; Hornung et al., 2009; Roberts et al., 2009), our 

understanding of the mechanisms governing AIM2 inflammasome activation and regulation 

has grown substantially, especially through biochemical and structural methods including X-

ray crystallography, high-resolution cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM), and light 

microscopy. Here we will briefly summarize the structures and mechanisms in AIM2 

inflammasome activation and regulation, with a focus on helical assemblies repeatedly 

observed in this process.

dsDNA recognition by AIM2

DNA binding is the first step in a series of events in AIM2 inflammasome formation. In X-

ray crystallographic structures, AIM2HIN binds to both strands of B-form dsDNA (Jin et al., 

2012) (Figure 1B), explaining its specificity to dsDNA over ssDNA. The interaction is 

mainly electrostatic with lysine and arginine residues coordinating with phosphates and 

sugar moieties on DNA backbone. Mutagenesis of certain positively charged residues 

confirmed their role in DNA binding. This is consistent with sequence-independent 

recognition of dsDNA by AIM2.

AIM2 entry into competency

AIM2PYD is a structural domain with a strong tendency to self-aggregate. The two 

AIM2PYD structures are obtained either by fusion to an N-terminal MBP solubility tag or 

through introduction of surface mutations (Jin et al., 2013; Lu et al., 2014a). The PYD 

domain adopts a structure of six-helix bundle characteristic of the death domain superfamily 

(Jin et al., 2013; Lu et al., 2014a). Both in vitro pull-down assay and fluorescence 

polarization (FP) assay results are consistent with intramolecular interactions between wild-

type AIM2PYD and AIM2HIN. Presence of dsDNA or mutation of a patch of acidic residues 

on AIM2PYD disrupted such interactions (Jin et al., 2013; Jin et al., 2012). Xiao and 

colleagues proposed that in resting state, AIM2HIN sequesters AIM2PYD through 

intramolecular interactions. Binding of dsDNA displaces AIM2PYD from the clutch of 

AIM2HIN, ready to engage the downstream adaptor ASC. This hypothesis has been 

challenged by Sohn and colleagues (Morrone et al., 2015). In full-length AIM2, binding 

between dsDNA and the acid patch mutant was much looser, undermining the inhibitory role 

of AIM2PYD proposed before. Furthermore, AIM2 could self-associate without dsDNA 
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when protein concentration reached a certain threshold (Morrone et al., 2015). Based on the 

new findings, Sohn and colleagues proposed that dsDNA works as a one-dimensional ruler 

for AIM2 to cluster upon, therefore increasing its local concentration.

AIM2 clustering on dsDNA

Although the footprint of one AIM2HIN on dsDNA is 8–9 bp, and isolated AIM2HIN binds to 

20-bp dsDNA with an affinity of ~ 30 nM, full activation of AIM2 in cells required dsDNA 

of a minimum length of ~ 80 bp (Jin et al., 2012). Indeed, electron micrographs showed both 

AIM2FL and AIM2HIN bound to and coated the same piece of DNA molecule (Lu et al., 

2015; Morrone et al., 2015), even when DNA was in excess (Morrone et al., 2015). 

Although AIM2PYD lacks affinity to DNA, it contributes to AIM2FL clustering on DNA 

through its intrinsic capability of self-association. Potential weak interactions between 

AIM2HIN protomers also affect clustering on dsDNA. Indeed, mutation of residues 

potentially involved in HIN: HIN interactions decreased cooperative DNA binding by both 

AIM2FL and AIM2HIN (Morrone et al., 2015).

AIM2PYD forming helical filaments

Multiple AIM2 binding to the same DNA molecule greatly elevate local concentration of 

AIM2PYD free to interact with each other. Even in the absence of DNA, AIMPYD readily 

assembled into long helical filaments at moderate concentration in vitro (Lu et al., 2015; 

Morrone et al., 2015). Reconstruction of GFP-AIM2PYD filaments revealed the helical 

AIM2PYD core filament as a right-handed one-start hollow filament with an outer diameter 

of ~ 90 Å and an inner one of ~ 20 Å (Lu et al., 2015) (Figure 1C). Comparison between 

AIM2PYD crystal structures with cryo-EM AIM2PYD filament structure revealed minimal 

conformation change (Jin et al., 2013; Lu et al., 2014a; Lu et al., 2015).

AIM2-nucleated ASCPYD polymerization into helical filaments

DNA sensor AIM2 engages adaptor protein ASC through homotypic PYD-PYD interactions 

(Fernandes-Alnemri et al., 2009; Hornung et al., 2009). Recapitulation of AIM2PYD: 

ASCPYD interaction yielded a binary complex with heavily skewed stoichiometry (Lu et al., 

2014b). The complex is filamentous under EM examination. Immunolabeling located 

AIM2PYD at one end of the filaments, while ASCPYD constituted the bulk (Lu et al., 2014b). 

Atomic resolution structure was obtained with optimized ASCPYD filaments. The 3.8 Å 

model (Figure 1D) is a right-handed helical filament with three-fold symmetry (Lu et al., 

2014b). ASCPYD subunits fit into a polar tube with inner and outer diameters of ~ 20 Å and 

~ 90 Å, respectively. Since AIM2PYD is only found at the ends of ASCPYD filaments, it is 

hypothesized that AIM2 serves as the “seeds” or nucleating platforms from which ASCPYD 

subunits assemble into filaments. FP assays demonstrated that both AIM2PYD and 

AIM2FL+dsDNA accelerated spontaneous filament formation of ASCPYD (Lu et al., 2014b). 

EM reconstruction further strengthened this hypothesis. Negative stain EM power spectra of 

AIM2PYD and ASCPYD filaments are remarkably similar to each other (Morrone et al., 

2015). The reconstructed AIM2PYD and ASCPYD filament structures are comparable in 

diameter and subunit organization (Lu et al., 2014b; Morrone et al., 2015) (Figure 1C and 
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1D). However, certain degree of mismatch between AIM2PYD and ASCPYD symmetry is 

tolerated. Subunit packing in GFP-AIM2PYD filaments is less-dense than that in ASCPYD 

filaments, but GFP-AIM2PYD potentiated ASCPYD polymerization at an even lower 

concentration than AIM2PYD (Lu et al., 2015). Another noteworthy feature of ASCPYD 

filament is all C-termini of PYD subunits point outward (Figure 1D), allowing ample space 

to accommodate the CARD domain in full-length ASC.

ASC-nucleated Casp1CARD helical filament formation

In reconstituted core AIM2 inflammasome (AIM2PYD: ASCFL: GFP-Casp1CARD), ASCFL 

appeared sub-stoichiometric to Casp1CARD, in the same way as the understoichiometry of 

AIM2PYD to ASC observed in both binary and ternary complexes (Lu et al., 2014b). 

Electron micrographs recaptured the similarity. In the star-shaped ternary complex, ASCFL 

resided in the center, while Casp1CARD were detected all along the arms of the stars (Lu et 

al., 2014b). Casp1CARD polymerization is nucleated by upstream adaptor ASCCARD, much 

like ASCPYD filament is nucleated by AIM2PYD (Lu et al., 2016). The Casp1CARD filament 

reconstructed at ~ 4.8 Å differs from PYD filaments in both diameter and symmetry (Figure 

1E). It has an outer diameter of ~ 80 Å and an inner one < 10 Å. Casp1CARD filament is left-

handed and one-start (Lu et al., 2016), unlike the right-handed PYD filaments, but shares 

same symmetry with MAVSCARD filament and Myddosome (Lin et al., 2010; Wu et al., 

2014).

Inhibition of DNA-dependent AIM2 clustering by p202

p202 is a mouse ALR protein with two HIN domains but no PYD (Figure 1A). Like 

AIM2HIN, p202HIN1 binds to dsDNA through electrostatic interactions in a sequence-

independent manner. Interestingly, dsDNA binding surface on p202HIN1 falls on the opposite 

side on HIN scaffold (Ru et al., 2013; Yin et al., 2013) (Figure 1B and 1F). p202HIN2 does 

not bind to dsDNA at all. Instead, it mediates the tetramerization of p202 (Yin et al., 2013) 

(Figure 1G). Tetramerization of p202 increases its affinity towards dsDNA for better 

competition with AIM2. Moreover, the interaction between p202HIN2 and AIM2HIN makes 

p202 a specific inhibitor of AIM2, but not other cytoplasmic DNA sensors. p202 reduces 

AIM2 clustering by both masking DNA sites and keeping bound AIM2 molecules away 

from each other.

Capping of Casp1CARD filament by INCA

Human genome encodes several PYD- or CARD-only proteins (POPs and COPs) that 

negatively regulate inflammasome function, including POP1/ASC2, POP2, POP3, COP1, 

Iceberg, and INCA (Khare et al., 2014; Le and Harton, 2013). However, their mechanisms 

may vary vastly. Iceberg is filamentous and promotes Casp1CARD filament formation, while 

INCA is monomeric and inhibits Casp1CARD polymerization (Lu et al., 2016). INCA 

inhibits Casp1CARD polymerization with a nanomolar Ki, three orders of magnitudes lower 

than Casp1CARD concentration used in the assay. It is postulated that INCA has a higher 

affinity towards Casp1CARD filaments rather than monomeric Casp1CARD. Indeed, in 
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electron micrographs, INCA exclusively localized at the tips of Casp1CARD filaments (Lu et 

al., 2016).

The putative IFI16 inflammasome

Interferon-inducible protein 16 (IFI16), another ALR family member, forms inflammasome 

in both nucleus and cytoplasm (Johnson et al., 2013; Kerur et al., 2011). The HIN2 domain 

of IFI16 employs a surface similar to AIM2HIN to bind dsDNA (Jin et al., 2012). Binding of 

IFI16 to dsDNA is also cooperative and length-dependent like AIM2 (Morrone et al., 2014; 

Stratmann et al., 2015). However, the binding is less stable and IFI16 scans one-

dimensionally on DNA through its HIN domains (Stratmann et al., 2015).

Concluding remarks

High-order structures, especially helical assemblies, are ubiquitous in AIM2 inflammasome 

activation. Naturally, cellular factors tightly regulate such assemblies to prevent potentially 

lethal AIM2 inflammasome activation (Figure 2). Nucleated helical filament formation is 

elucidated using AIM2 inflammasome as a model, but this mechanism is found in other 

inflammasomes as well. Oligomerized PYD-containing NLRP3 and NLRP6 fragments are 

reported to nucleate ASCPYD filament formation (Lu et al., 2015; Lu et al., 2014b). 

Theoretically, all ASC-dependent or PYD-containing inflammasomes can be activated in the 

same way. In ASC-independent NAIP-NLRC4 inflammasome, NLRC4CARD directly 

expedites Casp1CARD filament formation (Lu et al., 2016).

Post-translational modifications (PTM) add another layer of complexity to inflammasome 

activation and regulation. Phosphorylation of NLRP3PYD disrupted interactions between two 

PYDs by electrostatic repulsion, therefore abrogates NLRP3 inflammasome activation (Stutz 

et al., 2017). Both phosphorylation and ubiquitination of ASC have been reported to 

promote the formation of high-order ASC structure, but the molecular mechanisms are yet 

unclear (Man and Kanneganti, 2015).

Although the past few years have seen much progress in understanding AIM2 

inflammasome assembly and activation, some questions remain unanswered. What are the 

minimum activating units of upstream nucleators? Are there any oligomeric intermediates 

between monomers and filaments? What kind of kinetics does filament growth follow? 

Carefully designed experiments are required to answer these questions.

Helical filaments are a recurring theme in biology, tobacco mosaic virus capsid, 

microtubules, and RecA are but a few examples. In innate immunity and inflammation, RNA 

sensors and DD superfamily proteins often form filaments to initiate and amplify signaling 

(Ferrao and Wu, 2012; Sohn and Hur, 2016). Assembly of helical filaments and high-order 

structures in general enables signal amplification, reduces stochastic activation, and ensures 

rapid and robust activation upon ligand stimulation (Kagan et al., 2014).
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Figure 1. 
(A) Domain organization of AIM2, ASC, caspase-1, p202, and INCA. Spheres, rectangles, 

and hexagons represent PYD, HIN, and CARD domains, respectively. (B) Crystal structure 

of AIM2HIN binds to a 19-bp dsDNA (PDB ID: 3RN5). AIM2HIN is colored in orange and 

DNA is in gray. (C) AIM2PYD filament structure reconstructed at ~ 5.0 Å. One protomer is 

colored in blue while the rest are in gray. (D) ASCPYD filament structure reconstructed at ~ 

3.8 Å (PDB ID: 3J63). Two orthogonal views are shown. ASCPYD protomers are colored in 

three different shades of cyan. Arrowheads indicate ASCPYD C-termini. (E) Two orthogonal 

views of Casp1CARD filament reconstructed at ~ 4.8 Å (PDB ID: 5FNA). The filament is 

colored in a gray gradient with one protomer colored in pink. (F) Crystal structure of 

p202HIN1 in complex with a 20-bp dsDNA (PDB ID: 4L5R) with p202HIN1 colored in light 

blue and DNA in gray. The orientation of p202HIN1 is the same as AIM2HIN in (B). (G) 

Surface representation of p202HIN2 tetramer. Two protomers are colored in shades of salmon 

and the other two in gray. One protomer is also shown as a ribbon diagram.
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Figure 2. 
A diagram of AIM2 inflammasome activation and regulation. Domains are represented in 

the same way as in Figure 1A. Step A: dsDNA binds to AIM2HIN. AIM2PYD is free to self-

associate. Step B: AIM2 clusters on dsDNA. AIM2PYD forms filamentous structure. Step C: 

Filamentous AIM2PYD nucleated ASCPYD filament formation. Step D: Filamentous ASC 

nucleates filament formation of caspase-1. Step E: p202 blocks further access to dsDNA and 

separates bound AIM2. Step F: INCA caps caspase-1 filament, preventing further growth 

and activation.
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